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To read more:  go to www.pelonomi.com/dementia/.
For more information about our helpsheets, go to 
www.pelonomi.com/dementia/support/helpsheets/

Pelonomi Foundation is here for you. If you are worried 
about dementia, email us on dementia@pelonomi.com.
We can arrange to speak with you in any language. 
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 RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD MEMBERS OF PELONOMI FOUNDATION PASSED AT 
FRANCISTOWN, ON THE 29 SEPTEMBER 2021

IT WAS RESOLVED:

1. That the foundation shall submit our Foundation documents to ACCESS BANK GABORONE for 
them to open a new banking details and update our KYC.

That Board of Directors namely: HENRY MPHATHIWA of national ID no: 501314601,UNENI MOGOMA 
of national ID no: 917822315   and Oagile Matlakele  of national ID no:615710305

Agree that KAGO PALEDI of national ID no. 744425411 and UNENI MOGOMA of ID no: 917822315 shall 
be the bank signatories and they shall sign together the documents needed at the bank. No other business has 
been recorded and the date of next meeting will be set in due course.

SIGNED AS A TRUE RECORD OF THE MEETING’S PROCEEDINGS.ALL SIGNED BELOW DO 
AGREE WITH DECISION TAKEN.

________________________      ________________________

Uneni Mogoma       Henry Mphathiwa 

Board of Trustees       Board of Trustees 
Mobile: +267 75 179 401       Mobile: +267 71 822 402
Email: uneni@pelonomi.com      Email: hendreim@pelonomi.com  

________________________      ________________________

Oagile Matlakale       Henry Mphathiwa 

Board of Trustees       Board of Trustees 
Mobile: +267 72 561 795       Mobile: +267 72 738 478
Email: Omatlakale@pelonomi.com     Email: kagopaledi@pelonomi.com 

Communicating together can become more diffi cult over time, as the person’s dementia 
gets worse.
They may:
■ struggle to fi nd the right word
■ repeat things out loud
■ not understand what others are saying
■ get confused about words and what they mean.
This can be very frustrating for both of you. Many carers fi nd it hard to stay calm. Don’t be 
too hard on yourself if this happens. You might need to take a break.
There are lots of ways to communicate clearly and calmly, together:
■ Get the person’s full attention before you start. The room should be quiet. For example,
 turn off the TV or radio.
■ Make sure you are where you see and hear each other as clearly as possible.
■ Keep hearing aids and glasses clean. Keep prescriptions up to date.
■ Listen carefully. Repeat what is said if the person does not understand.
■ Go at a slightly slower pace than usual if the person can’t follow you. Use short, simple 

sentences.
■ Don’t talk to the person as you would to a child – be patient and have respect for them.
 Do not speak to others as though the person is not there.
■ Try to make sure your body language is open and relaxed.
■ Try to avoid speaking sharply or raising your voice. If you become frustrated, leave the 

room until you feel calmer.
■ Sometimes there is a language barrier. An interpreter, translation or app on a smartphone 

or tablet can help.
■ Allow the person plenty of time to respond – it may take them longer to work out their 

response.
■ Try not to interrupt the person – even to help them fi nd a word – as it can break the 

pattern of communication.
■ Use physical contact to show the person you care. Don’t underestimate the reassurance 

you can give by holding the person’s hand or putting your arm around them, if it feels 
appropriate.

How can a carer communicate with 
a person with dementia?
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